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CHARACTERISTIC MATRICES AND
SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF EVOLUTIONARY SYSTEMS

M. A. KAASHOEK AND S. M. VERDUYN LUNEL

Abstract. In this paper we introduce the notion of a characteristic matrix for

a large class of unbounded operators and study the precise connection between

characteristic matrices and spectral properties of evolutionary systems. In par-

ticular, we study so-called multiplicity theorems. Several examples will illustrate

our results.

Introduction

Many problems involving differential equations may be analyzed in terms of

some holomorphic matrix function which in a natural way is associated with the

problem. For example, to find the solutions of an ordinary differential equation

(1) x = Ax,    x(0) = Xo,

where A is an n x n-matrix and xo £ C , one has to analyze the matrix function

A(z) = zl-A.

Indeed, if m = m (X, A) denotes the multiplicity of X as zero of detA and

k = k(X, A) denotes the multiplicity of X as pole of the matrix function A-1 ,

then there exist m independent solutions of the form p(t)ekt, where A is a

zero of detA and p is a polynomial of degree at most k - 1 whose coefficients

may be described in terms of the Jordan chains of the matrix A at X. In the
language of matrices this observation is equivalent to

(2) dimW.er((XI - A)k) = m

and follows from the Jordan canonical form for A .

There are important classes of infinite dimensional problems where a similar

phenomenon appears. To illustrate this, consider the following retarded func-

tional differential equation (RFDE) (see Hale [13] and Verduyn Lunel [30])

(3) x(t) = Lxt,

where L is a continuous mapping from the space of continuous functions

C[-h, 0] into R" and xt £ C[-h, 0] denotes the state

x,(8) = x(t + 8)   for - h < 8 < 0.
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To find elementary solutions for (3), we substitute solutions of the form x(t) =

eXtxo into (3) and find that X must satisfy

(4) detA(A) = 0,

where

(5) A(z) = zl-Lez

and ez £ C[—h, 0] denotes the exponential function ez(8) = ezQ . In general,

equation (4) is an entire function of positive exponential type and has an infinite

number of roots. But one can prove that there are exactly m(X, A) independent

elementary solutions of the form p(f)eXt, where p is a polynomial of degree

at most k(X, A) - 1 and X a zero of detA. This result is known as "a folk

theorem in functional differential equations" and was first proved by Levinger

[22].
In a more abstract approach towards (3) the connection between (1) and

(3) can be made even closer. Translation along the solution defines a strongly

continuous semigroup S(t) : X —> X of bounded operators on a Banach space

A for both (1) and (3), that is,

(i)   5(0) = /;

(ii)   S(tx + t2) = S(tx)S(t2) for tx, t2 > 0 ;

(iii)   S(t)ç) - tp -* 0 in norm as 11 0.

For equation ( 1 ) the semigroup is given by eAl : C" -> C"

(6) x0 "-> eAtx0

and, in fact, is a group of bounded operators. For equation (3) the semigroup

is given by T(t) : C[-h, 0] -> C[-h, 0]

(7) f~xt(-;tp).

In this last case the one-parameter semigroup T(t) does not extend to a group

as can easily be seen from the property that (3) yields a bound for the derivative

of the solution and hence, the solution becomes more smooth, i.e., differentiable

on [0, h], twice differentiable on [h, 2h], etc.
The infinitesimal generator A(X —> A) for a strongly continuous semigroup

S(t) is defined by

(8) Atp = lim-t[S(t)f-tp],

where the domain of A equals the set of tp such that the limit in (8) exists. The

general theory, e.g., Pazy [27], implies that A is a closed densely defined (un-

bounded) operator. For the semigroup given by (6) the infinitesimal generator

is just the matrix A, but for the semigroup T(t) given by (7) the infinitesimal

generator is indeed unbounded:

(9) 2(A) = {tp£C[-h,0]:tp£C[-h,Q],  tp(0) = Ltp},    Atp = tp .

The elementary solutions of (3) are eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunc-

tions of A and the spectrum of A just contains point spectrum and is given

by

(10) <7(y4) = {z:detA(z) = 0},
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where A is given by (5). Thus, the "folk theorem in functional differential

equations" can be rephrased as a multiplicity theorem

(11) dimKer((A/-,4)^'A>) = m(A,A)

which yields the same formula for the unbounded generator A defined by (9)

as we found before in the matrix case.

The fact that one can find a holomorphic matrix function A for an un-

bounded operator such that (11) holds is not uncommon. For example, the

system of hyperbolic partial differential equations studied by Lopes et al. [23]

also satisfies this property as was recently shown by Neves and Lin [26].

In this paper we describe in more explicit detail the connection between the

operator A and the matrix function A, and we extend these results to other

classes of equations. To be precise, we show that A and A are related through

an equivalence relation

(.2) FW(i   t°_A)BW.(W   J).    «O,
where Q c C, and E, F are holomorphic operator functions whose values are

bijective mappings between suitable Banach spaces. This equivalence relation

yields, in particular, the above-described spectral properties of A and a simple
analytic proof for (11). Furthermore, it clarifies the finite dimensional ingredi-

ent in the infinite dimensional dynamical system. Using the equivalence it is

straightforward to construct the eigenfunctions and generalized eigenfunctions

for the unbounded operator from the Jordan chains for the holomorphic matrix

function A. For this reason we call A a characteristic matrix for A whenever

(12) holds.
We also develop a general scheme to construct for a given unbounded opr

erator A a holomorphic matrix function A with the property that A and

A are related through an equivalence relation of the type (12). The class of

unbounded operators to which this scheme may be applied includes many gen-

erators for evolutionary systems such as age-dependent population dynamics, a
larger class of retarded functional differential equations than considered above,

neutral functional differential equations, and the hyperbolic system of partial

differential equations mentioned before. The abstract scheme yields a natural

choice for the characteristic matrix associated with each of these problems. In

this way, the multiplicity theorems in Levinger [22], Kappel and Wimmer [19],

and Neves and Lin [26] appear as corollaries from the general construction, and

new multiplicity theorems are derived for larger classes of functional differen-

tial equations and for the Lotka-McKendrick-von Förster equation (see Webb

[31]) which provides a model for age-structured population dynamics.

I. Characteristic matrices for unbounded operators

1.1. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper A will denote a complex Banach space. The Banach

algebra of bounded linear operators on A endowed with the operator norm is

denoted by 2f(X). Further, if A and F denote complex Banach spaces, then
S?(X, Y) denotes the vector space of all bounded linear operators between A

and F endowed with the operator norm.
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1.1.1 Closed operators. In this section we summarize some elementary prop-

erties for unbounded closed operators and their spectral properties. (See, e.g.,
Taylor and Lay [29] and Gohberg, Goldberg and Kaashoek [10].) An un-
bounded linear operator A on X with domain 3(A) will be denoted by

A(X —► X). An operator A(X —> A) is called closed if and only if its graph
{(x, Ax) : x £ 3(A)} is closed in A x A. Or equivalently, if 3(A) endowed

with the graph norm

IMU:=IMI + P*II
becomes a Banach space XA . Let A : XA —* X denote the bounded mapping

induced by A and I : XA -»• X the bounded embedding from XA into X.
Suppose A(X -» X) is a closed operator, the resolvent set p(A) of A is the

set of complex numbers X for which the resolvent R(X, A) = (XI - A)~x exists.

The spectrum o (A) of A is defined to be the complement of p(A) in C and

the point spectrum op(A) c o(A) is the set of all X £ C such that XI -A is not

injective. Further, the resolvent set is open and

(1.1) z~R(z,A)

is holomorphic from p(A) into £?(X). So, we can use contour integration to

study isolated points in the spectrum of A .

If X is an isolated point of a (A), then the resolvent can be expanded in a

Laurent series around X
oo

(1.2) R(z,A)=  "£(z-X)'R,

1= — oo

for 0 < | z - X | < ô and ö small. The coefficients R¡ are bounded linear

operators on A given by

(1.3) Ri = ^-j(z-X)-^R(z,A)dz,

where Yx = {z : \ z -X\ = n < ô}. From the resolvent equation

(1.4) R(z,A)-R(p,A) = (p- z)R(z,A)R(p,A)

it follows that the residue of R( • , A) at X is a projection

(1.5) PX = R-X = ~ [ R(z,A)dz,
2ni Jrx

that is, Px satisfies the equation P2 = Px and induces a direct sum decompo-

sition

(1.6) X=Jti®Qi,

where Jfx = ImPx and Qx = KerPx are closed ,4-invariant subspaces.

The direct sum (1.6) is called the spectral decomposition corresponding to X,

the subspace Jfx is called the generalized eigenspace at X and the projection

Px is called the Riesz spectral projection. The space J£x is contained in 3(A)

and AJfx C J?x ■ Its dimension is called the algebraic multiplicity of A at X

and will be denoted by M(A ; X). If, in addition, M(A ; X) is finite, then X is
called an eigenvalue of finite type.
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Let X be an eigenvalue of finite type of A . Then the generalized eigenspace

Jfx has a basis

(L7)       yi,o>--- ,y\,vx-i,yi,<A, •■• ,y2,v2-i>yp,o> ••• ,yp,v„-i,

such that the matrix A \ Jfx has Jordan normal form with X on the main diag-

onal. We shall call such a basis a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized

eigenvectors for A at X. The partitioning of the basis (1.7) corresponds to

the partitioning of the Jordan matrix in single Jordan blocks. The numbers

vi<v2<--- <vp (which do not depend on the particular choice of the basis)

are the sizes of the Jordan blocks, and they are called the partial multiplicities
of the eigenvalue X. The number of partial multiplicities is the geometric mul-

tiplicity of X, i.e., p = dimKer(A7 - A). The largest partial multiplicity vp is
equal to the smallest number k such that

J?x = Ker((A7 - A)k)

and is called the ascent of X. (See Taylor and Lay [29] for the general definition

of this notion.)

Let Z be a Banach space and A(Z —> Z) an operator and assume A c Z .

An operator A(X -> A) is called the part of A if

3(A) = {x£Xr\3(Â):Âx£X},    Ax = Âx.

The following proposition relates the spectra of A and the part of A in case

3(A) c A.

Proposition 1.1. Let A(Z -► Z) and 3(Â) c A c Z. // A(X -» A) denotes

the part of A in X, then

(i)   Op(A) = op(A) and for X £ op(A)

Ker((XI-Â)k) = Ker((XI-A)k),        k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

(ii) Furthermore, if X is an isolated point of a (A) and o(A), then

Px(A)\x=Px(A),    Im Px(A) = Im Px(A),

that is, the algebraic multiplicity of X considered as an eigenvalue of A
is the same as the algebraic multiplicity of X considered as an eigenvalue

of A.

Proof. It is clear that op(A) c op(A). So, consider the case when X £ ap(A),

then there is a tp £ 3(A) such that Atp = Xtp. Since A is the part of A , this

shows that tp must be in the domain of A and hence Atp = Xtp. Thus X £ op(A)

and (i) follows using induction with respect to k. To prove (ii) note that if X

is an isolated point of a (A) and a (A), then Px(A)\x= Px(A) by definition of

the part of A . So, (ii) follows from (i).   D

1.1.2 Equivalence and Jordan chains. Suppose L: Q —► S?(X, Y) and M: Q
—» J2f(X', Y') are operator functions, holomorphic on an open set Í2 in the

complex plane C. The operator functions L and M are called equivalent on
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Q, (see [9]) if there exist operator functions E: Q —> ¿¿f(X', X) and F: Q ->

2C(Y, Y'), whose values are bijective operators, such that,

(1.8) M(z) = F(z)L(z)E(z),     z € ß.

Let L : Q —► J?(A, Y) be a holomorphic operator function. A point Xo is

called a characteristic value of L if there exists a vector xo £ X, xo f^ 0 >

such that, L(Ao)x0 = 0. An ordered set (xn, Xi,... , x^-i ) of vectors in A is

called a Jordan chain for L at Ao if JCn ¥= 0 and

(1.9) L(z)[x0 + (z - A0)jc, + • • • + (z - An)*-1**-!] = 0((z - X0)k).

The number k is called the /ercgl/z of the chain and the maximal length of the

chain starting with xq is called the rank of xo . The holomorphic function

k-l

^2(z-X0)'xi
1=0

in (1.9) is called a root function of L corresponding to Xo .

Proposition 1.2. If two holomorphic operator functions L and M are equivalent,

then there is a one-to-one correspondence between their Jordan chains.

Proof. The equivalence relation (1.1) is symmetric, and thus it suffices to show

that Jordan chains for L yield Jordan chains for M. If (xq, ... , x¿._¡) is a

Jordan chain for L at Xo, then

E(z)~1(xq + (z- X0)xx + ■ ■ ■ + (z - Xo)k~xxk_x)

= y0 + (z- X0)yx + ■ ■ ■ + (z - Xo)k~xyk-\ + h.o.t.

and (yo, ... , yk-i) is a Jordan chain for M at Xo . Furthermore, the equiv-

alence yields that the null spaces Ker(L(A0)) and Ker(M(Xo)) are isomorphic

and this shows the proposition.    D

Throughout this paper A : Í2 —> ¿¿?(Cn) will denote a holomorphic matrix

function. If the determinant of A is not identically zero, then we define m(X, A)

to be the order of X as zero of detA and k(X, A) to be the order of X as pole

of operator function A- ' .

Let Xq he an isolated characteristic value of A, then the Jordan chains for A

at Xq have finite rank and we can organize the chains according to the procedure

described by Gohberg and Sigal [10]. Choose an eigenvector, say xi,o, with

maximal rank, say rx . Next, choose a Jordan chain (x^o, ... , xx^x-i) of

length rx and let Nx be the complement in Ker(A(Ao)) of the subspace spanned

by xx<o ■ In Nx we choose an eigenvector x2,o of maximal rank, say r2, and let

(x2¡o, ... , X2,r2-i) be a corresponding Jordan chain of length r2. We continue

as follows, let A? be the complement in Nx of the subspace spanned by x2,n

and replace Nx by A2 in the above-described procedure.

In this way, we obtain a basis {xx 0, ... , -X/>,o} of Ker(A(An)) and a corre-

sponding canonical system of Jordan chains

(1-10) -Xl,0> ■ • •   > ■Xl.ri-l > ̂ 2,0, ■• ■   , -*2)f2-i ' XP,0, ■ ■■   , Xp,rp-l

for A at Xq .
It is easy to see that the rank of any eigenvector xo corresponding to the

characteristic value Xo is always equal to one of the r¡ for 1 < j < p. Thus,
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the integers rx, ... , rp do not depend on the particular choices made in the

procedure described above and are called the zero-multiplicities of A at Xo.

Their sum rx -\-\-rp is called the algebraic multiplicity of A at Xq and will

be denoted by M(A(X0)).
In the linear case A(z) = zl - A , a Jordan chain (xo, ... , x¿_i) for A at

Xo satisfies

(A - X0)xq = 0

(A - Xo)xx = Xq

(A - A0)xfc_! = X/t_2

and hence {(x,,o, ... , x,:,;-,—i) I i = 1, 2, ... , p} is a canonical basis of eigen-

vectors and generalized eigenvectors for A at Xo. Thus, M(A(Xo)) equals

M(A ; X), the algebraic multiplicity of A at Xq , and the definition of the al-
gebraic multiplicity using Jordan chains is a proper extension to the nonlinear

case. In general, however, the system of Jordan chains for A at Xo is not a

basis for the generalized null space of A(An) and hence,

dimKer(A(A0)*) ^ M(A(X0)),        k = max r¡.

Next we recall the connection between the Jordan chains and the local Smith

form for a holomorphic matrix function A : Q —> ¿¿?(Cn) with det A ^ 0. Let

Xo £ £2. Then there exist a neighbourhood f¿ of Xo, and holomorphic matrix

functions E and F on f¿ whose values are bijective operators such that

(1.11) A(z) = F(z)D(z)E(z),     z£%,

where

(1.12) D(z) = diag[(z - X0r,... Az-XoY"],        z £ %.

The integers {vx, ... ,vn} are uniquely determined by A and the diagonal

matrix D is called the local Smith form for A at Xo. This result is a special

case of an abstract ring theoretical statement concerning matrices with entries in

a principal ideal domain R (see §§8 and 10 in Chapter III of Jacobson [17]). To

get the representation (1.11) one takes for R the ring of all germs of complex

functions holomorphic at Xq .
For the local Smith form D the Jordan chains are easily determined and it

is clear that the set of zero multiplicities is given by {vx, ... ,vn}. Hence, the

equivalence (1.11) and Proposition 1.2 show that the algebraic multiplicity of

A at X is given by

M(A(X)) = Yjul.
i=i

On the other hand the equivalence yields

det A(z) = detF(z)(z - X0)^<=< "' det£(z)

with det .E(An) ¥= 0 and detF(Ao) f 0. So, the multiplicity of X as zero of
detA equals the algebraic multiplicity of A at A.
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An interesting application of the local Smith form to which we return in §1.2

is the following matrix valued multiplicity theorem:

(1.13) m(Ao,A) = tr U-jí  A(z)-'^A(z)¿zj ,

where r¿0 is a small circle surrounding only Xo of the discrete set o(A) n Q
and tr ( • ) denotes the trace operator. For (1.13) and more general versions of

this identity see Gohberg and Sigal [11].

1.2. Characteristic matrices and spectral properties

Let A he an unbounded operator on a Banach space A and Q an open set

in the complex plane. We call a holomorphic matrix function A : Q, —> ¿¿?(Cn) a

characteristic matrix for A on Q if there exist holomorphic operator functions
E :Sl-> &(C ®X, Z ®XA) and F : Q ->_gf(Z © X, C" ©A), whose values
are bijective operators, such that

Here A : XA —> X and I : XA -> A are the bounded operators induced by A

and I. The operator function appearing in the left-hand side of (2.1) is called
the X-extension of A.

The next theorem justifies the terminology introduced above.

Theorem 2.1. Let A be a closed unbounded operator on a Banach space X and

let A be a characteristic matrix for A on Q such that detA ^ 0. Then

(i) the set o(A)C\il\ consists of eigenvalues of finite type and

(2.2) CT(.4)nft={zef2:detA(z) = 0};

(ii) for Xo £ o (A) n f2, the partial multiplicities of Xo as an eigenvalue of A

are equal to the zero-multiplicities of A at Xo;

(hi) for Xo £ o (A) n Q, the algebraic multiplicity of Xo as an eigenvalue of

A equals m = m(Xo, A), the order of Xo as a zero of detA ;

(iv) for Xq £ o(A) nfi, the ascent k of Xo equals k(Xo, A), the order of Xq

as a pole of A~ ' and

(2.3) dimKer((A07 - A)k) = m.

Proof. By definition of a characteristic matrix (2.2) holds. Define I = {zefi:
detA(z) ^0}, then

<»> Co (z/-v.H<(or' ty^ -*•
Since the values of E and F are bijective operators, z >-» (zl - A)~XI is finite

meromorphic on Cl, that is, for every Xq £ o(A)C\Q. the Laurent expansion in

a neighbourhood of Xo has the form

oo

(2.5) (zl - A)~x = (zl- Ä)-XI= £ (z - X0)lRi

l=-n
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with Ä_i,... , R-„ operators of finite rank. In particular, R_x has finite rank

and (i) follows.
To prove (ii) let

Xl > o , • • •  , X-i j j/, _i , X21 o , • • •  , X2, j/2— l , Xp t o , • . .  , Xp ^_ i

with i/i < • • • < Up be a canonical system of Jordan chains for A at Xo. For

i = l,... , p consider the polynomial

<Pi(z) = xi>0 + (z- Ao)x/, i + • • • + (z - Ao)"'_1Xf>I/f_i.

We know that

(2.6) A(z)<Pi(z) = O{(z-k0f).

Put

Wi(z) = (0   Ï) E(z) (**z)>)

= y/,o + (* - ¿oKi + • • • + (z - wVn-i + 0((z - AoD,

From (2.6) and the equivalence (2.1), it follows that

(z/-iM;:) = 0((z-Aor)>

and thus

(2.7) 04-A0)y,,o = 0, (ií-Ao)yi,i=y<,o»"- > (A-X0)yiyUi-X = y,,Vj-2.

We shall prove that

(2.8) yi,o>--- ,j>i,i/,-i,yi,o,••• ,y2,i/2-\,yP,o,--- ,yp,Vp-\

is a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of A at Xq .

Note that A : C" -* A^ defined by

c~(0   7)£(Ao)(o)

maps Ker A(An) is a one-one way onto Ker(Ao/-^4). It follows that the vectors

y i ,o, ■ • • > Vp,o are linearly independent. But then we can use (2.7) to show that

the set of vectors (2.8) is linearly independent.

To finish the proof we show that M (A ; Xo), the algebraic multiplicity of

A at X0, is equal to M (A(A0)) • Note that M (A ; Xo) equals the trace of the

spectral projection PXo. Further Px0 restricted to XA equals the (z-An)_1

term in the expansion (2.5) and since the range of P^ is contained in 3(A)

we find

trPAo=trPAo|^.

Let

(2.9) D(z) = diag[(z - XoT ,...,(*- Ao)""]

denote the local Smith form for A in a neighbourhood ^c!l of A0, then
there exist holomorphic matrix functions Ex and Fx on % whose values are

bijective operators, such that,

(2.10) A(z) = Fx(z)D(z)Ex(z),     z £ %.
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Substituting (2.10) into (2.1) we find operator functions E2 and F2, holomor-

phic on %, whose values are bijective operators, such that,

(2.11)

Let

(V £)-«'>(»
o

(zl-A)
E2(z),     z£

S[L](X0)= ^(z-^'L,

l=-n

denote the singular part in the Laurent expansion of a meromorphic operator

function L at Aq . From (2.11) we derive

trS D(z)-X-T-D(z)
dz (Ao)

(2.12)

= trS

+ trS

+ trS

E2(z)-xL(z)-xF2(z)-x^(z)L(z)E2(z)
dz (Ao)

dL
E2(z)-xL(z)-x-T-(z)E2(z)

dz
(Ao)

E2(zY
dE2

dz
(z) (Ao),

where

L(z) (IZ        ~°   ~ )
\0     (zl-A))

Iz 0
0     (zl-A)

The operator function z h-> E2(z)~xd/dzE2(z) is holomorphic in a neighbour-

hood of Ao. Therefore, the third term at the right-hand side does vanish. To

analyze the remaining terms we need the following lemma (see Gohberg and
Sigal [11]).

Lemma 2.2. Let L and M be finite meromorphic operator functions on Q. If

A0 e Í2 is a pole of L, then

(2.13) trS,[LAf](A0) = tr5,[A/L](A0).

Because of the lemma the first term on the right-hand side of (2.12) equals

trS *ak' (Ao)

and hence does vanish. So,

(2.14) trS D(z)-xTzD(z) (Xo) = tr[(zI-A)~xI](Xo).

Now use that D is a diagonal matrix given by (2.9) to calculate the right-hand

side of (2.14). This yields

trS
-id

D(z)-xTzD(z) (Ao) =
S"-i "i
(z-Xof

By (2.5) this shows the formula

(2.15) trPAo = M(A(A0)),
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and completes the proof of (ii). To prove (hi), it remains to remark that, for

a holomorphic matrix function A with detA ^ 0, the algebraic multiplicity
M(A(Xo) equals the multiplicity of Ao as a zero of detA (see §1.2).

For the proof of (iv) note that the ascent of Ao equals the order of Ao as

a pole of the resolvent z i-> (zl - A)~x. But the order of a pole is invariant
under equivalence and (iv) follows from (2.4).   D

1.3. General scheme for constructing characteristic matrices

In this section we develop a general scheme to construct characteristic ma-

trices for a rather general class of unbounded operators. For this purpose we

need auxiliary operators D, L and M.

The operator D(X -» A) is a closed linear operator acting in a complex

Banach space A and D is assumed to satisfy the following two conditions:

(HI)  JÍ := Ker(O) is finite dimensional and JV ¿ {0} ;
(H2) the operator D has a restriction A)(A -» A) such that

(1) (i) 3(D)=yf®3(D0),

(2) (ii) Q := p(D0) * 0.

Apart from D we need two bounded linear operators

(3.1) L:XD-*C",        M:X^Cn.

Here n = dimJ^ and Xd is the domain of D endowed with the graph norm.

One may think about D as a maximal operator and about L and M as gen-

eralized boundary value operators.

With D, L and M as above we associate two operators A(X —► A) and

A(Z —► Z), where

(3.2) Z = C" xX=i(CY.c£C",  tp £ x\.

The definitions are as follows

(3.3) 3(A) = {tp£ 3(D) :MD<p = Ltp},     Atp = Dtp ,

and

(3.4)

3(A) = UC\£Z:tp£ 3(D), c = A/pJ,

■(;)- Ltp
Dtp

The operators A and A are well-defined closed linear operators and are closely

related. In fact, A is similar to the part of A in the graph of M (see Lemma

3.3 below for the precise formulation). We shall refer to A and ^respectively,

as the first and second operator associated with D, L and M.

Next, we define the candidate for the characteristic matrix function.   Let
j : C" —> Jf" be some isomorphism, and set

(3.5) A(z) = -(zM-L)Do(z-Do)-xj,        z £ Q.

Here Do is the operator appearing in Hypothesis (H2) on D and Q is as

defined in (H2).
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that A(Z —> Z) is the second operator associated with

D, L and M. Then the matrix function A defined in (3.5) is a characteristic

matrix for A and the equivalence is given by

(3.6) F(z)(z-A)E(z)=(A{*)   £),        z£Q,

where E: Q —► 5f(Z, Z-~) and F: Q, —> £?(Z) are holomorphic operator func-

tions whose values are bijective mappings. Furthermore, these operators and their

inverses have the following representations

F(r\(c\- f-MDo(z - Do)~lJc + M(z -Do)~xtp
^^{tp)     \    -D(s(z-Dq)-Ijc + (z-Do)-x(P

and

E()-i(M¥\_(j^(¥-DrflD¥)
h[Z)     \v)-\       (z-D)ip

c\ _ ( c- zM(z - D0)" V + L(z - Do)~x<p
F(z),

\<PJ      V 9

'?) = ('
i ('Mtp\ _ (c + zM(z-Do)-xtp-L(z-Do)-x<p'

<P

Here D0 is the operator appearing in the second hypothesis (H2) on D.

The definition of the second operator A still makes sense when M is only a

bounded operator from XD into C" . Also, the characteristic matrix A remains

well defined in this case. Therefore, in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we shall only

use that M acts as a bounded operator from Xp> into C" . (See the examples
in Chapter II where we need this extension.)

Theorem 3.2. Suppose that A is the first operator associated with D, L and
M and let A be the matrix function defined by (3.5). Then p(A)C\ü. ^ 0 if
and only if detA(z) does not vanish identically on Q, and in that case A is a
characteristic matrix for A on Í2.

In the proof of Theorem 3.2 we shall construct explicitly an equivalence

between extensions of z-A and A(z) when p(A) nil/0. To do this requires

some preparations, which will come later. First we shall prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. From (HI) and (H2) we find for zeQ := p(D0)

(3.7) XD = Ker(z - D) © XDo,

where D is the induced bounded operator from Xp, into A. To prove this

direct sum choose tp ̂  0 such that tp £ Ker(z - D) n Ao0, but then tp must be

an eigenvector of Do as well and this contradicts z e Q. So,

Ker(z-D)nA00 = {0}.

Since for z £ Q, the mapping (z-Do) is onto, we derive that for every tp e Xp ,

there exists a tpx £ XDo such that (z - D)tp = (z - D0)<px . Thus

<p = (<p - <Pi) + (pi,

where tp - tpx £ Ker(z - D) and this proves (3.7).
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In particular, there exists a holomorphic projection operator function Q: ÇI

-» ¿?(XD) such that

Q(z)2 = Q(z);    Ker(Q(z)) = XDo;    Im(Q(z)) = Ker(z - D).

In fact, Q is given by

(3.8) Q(z)tp = <p-(z-DoYx(z-D)tp,        tp£XD.

Further, since Ker (Q(z)) does not depend on z , we have

(3.9) Q(zi) = Q(zi)Q(z2),        zi,z2ed.

In the sequel, we only need the action of Q on the range of j. Since ImQ') =

Ker(D),

(3.10) Q(z)j = j - z(z - Do)"'; = -D0(z - D0)-'; .

Hence, the characteristic matrix (3.5) is given by

A(z) = (zM - L)Q(z)j

and this shows that A is well defined for L, M : XD -> E".   Put H: Q ->

&(Z,XD)

(3.11) /7(z)(^)=ß(z);c + (z-Dory

First we show that H(z) is invertible and H(z)  ' is given by

Define K :Q ^ <S?(XD, Z)

'rlQ(0)v
JM^/V   -   1    ,

then

K(z)w -
v  ,T      \(z - D)*P

K(z)H(z) ^ J = K(z)[Q(z)jc + (z- D0yx<p].

Further

(z-D)[Q(z)jc + (z-D0)-xtp] = tp

andfrom(3.9)-(3.10)

J-lQ(0)[Q(z)jc + (z - D0)-X<p] = j~xQ(0)Q(z)jc + j~x(z - D0)-l<p

= j~xQ(0)jc = c.

Hence

*w»w (;)-(;)
and since ß(z) = ß(z)ß(0)

'r'ßw^
H(z)K(z)¥ = H(z)K{z_D)yj

= Q(z)j-xQ(0)<p + (z-Do)-x(z-D)¥

= Q(z)j-lQ(0)[I - Q(z) + Q(z)]Q(0)ip + ip- Q(z)ip

= Q(z)j-xQ(0)Q(z)Q(0)v + <p- Q(z)xp

= Q(z)Q(0)w + W - Q(z)V = ¥■
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Consequently, the values of H are invertible and H(z)~~l = K(z) for z e Q.

Next, we define the operator function E :£l—> ¿z?(Z , ZA by

E(z)(^)=JH(z){^

where / : Xo —» Z is given by

"-(f)-
Then E is a holomorphic operator function whose values are invertible and

«f;)=*''=(',;-t)'
The action of (z - ,4) on £(z)(   ) is given by

(z-!)WC)=(z-A) (-MDo(z-D0)-xjc + M(z-Do)-xtp
>\tp) >\     Do(z-Do)-xjc + (z-D0)-xtp

A(z)c + zM(z - D0)-Xtp - L(z - Do)~xtp

<P

where A : Q —> J¿?(C") denotes the candidate characteristic matrix given by

(3.5). Finally, we define the operator function F : Q -+ £?(Z) by

F{z) ( c \ = (c - zM(z - D0)-V + L(z - Do)" V \

and this completes the equivalence

F(z)(z-A)E(z)=^]    5).    D

To prove Theorem 3.2, we need to describe the relation between A and A .

Let Y be the closed subspace of Z defined by the graph of M, i.e.,

Y = {(l).c = M,}.

Note that 3(A) c Y.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that A and A are the first and second operator, respectively,

associated with D, L and M. Then A is similar to the part of A in Y. More

precisely, let J : X —> F be the isomorphism between X and Y given by

(3.,2) ""(?)•

then J3(A) c3(A) and JAJ~X is precisely the part of A in Y.

Proof. By definition, we have to verify the following property

3(JAJ-X) = [^£3(Ä):Ä^£Y]

and
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Ä{Ctp)=JAJ-'{Ctp)      for (l) e3(JAJ->),

but this is immediate from the definitions.   G

Consequently, Proposition 1.1 yields that the point spectra of A and A are

the same and have the same spectral data.

Next we analyze the property that A is similar to the part of A a little

further when det A ̂  0. Put

z=y*": (;H?)+C~o^)
and define operators TX(Z -> Z) and T2(Z -> Z) by

<*»>   r.(;)=CW ^)=(L%MZ*)-

Then .4 = Ti + Ti and

^(J)=Sr(i)nKer(r2).

Lemma 3.4. If detA^O o« Q, //zen T2 maps Z onto N.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows that the characteristic matrix
is given by

A(z) = (zM-L)Q(z)j,

but on the range of Q(z) the mapping zM acts as MD. Thus,

A(z) = (MD-L)Q(z)j

and the condition detA ^ 0 on Q implies that there is a z0 £ Q such that

A(z0) is invertible. From (3.10) we conclude that the mapping Q(z)j is a one-

to-one mapping. This shows that (MD - L) is onto C and this proves the

lemma.   D

If Tf : N —► Z denotes the right inverse of T2, then by the lemma Tf can
be represented as

m4x /c\      /-JI/ßizoJjAizo)-1^

1   j voy   v -ßi^jAizo)-^ ;•

Define the projection P = T2+T2 \Y: Y -» À

pfMtp\_ (MQ(zo)jA(zo)-x(MD-L)tp\
[       ' \f)~\  Q(zo)jA(zo)-x(MD-L)tp  ) '

where Â denotes the range of T-f and zo is such that detA(z0) ^ 0- Then

Im(7 - P) = YJAJ-X and P is the projection associated with the direct sum

Z~ = YJAj-x®Ñ.

Consequently A : YJAJ-X © N —> F © A can be represented by an operator

matrix
(JAJ~X    Txo\

\     0        T20) '
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where

TX0 = TX\~:N^Y,    r20 = r2|~:/Y^A.

With respect to the above direct sum the identity operator has the operator

matrix representation

0        0

and we have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5. If detA ^ 0 on Q, then T2o : N —> A is bijective and

IYjAJ_x    z-Tx0\ (z-JAJ-1     0
(3.16)V       ' V    0 -T20  J V        0 lÑ

Proof of Theorem 3.2. To construct the equivalence we use the projection P

defined by (3.15) and the equivalence for z — A constructed in Theorem 3.1.

Consider the C"-extension of z - A and define the holomorphic operator func-

tion Ë : Q. -+ &(Z, C" x XA) by

(3.17)
p(,(c\_( (MD-L)[Q(z)jc + (z-D0)-x<p] \

K) \<P)      \{I- Q(zo)jA(zo)~x(MD - L))[Q(z)jc + (z - Do)-xtp]J '

Because of Lemma 3.5 the values of E are bijective mappings. Furthermore

(MD-L)[Q(z)jc + (z-D0rx<p]
- (z - D)Q(z0)jA(z0)-x(MD - L)[Q(z)jc + (z - D0)-Xtp]

Finally, we define the holomorphic operator function F : Q. —* Sf(Z) by

F(t\(c\- ( c-(MD-L)(z-Do)~xtp
1 }\<p)     \<p + (z-z0)Q(zo)jA(zo)-xc,

Clearly, the values of F are bijective mappings and the equivalence is given by

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.   D

Corollary 3.7. Let detA ^ 0 on Ci, and let Xq be a characteristic value of A,

and let

{(X/,o, ... , X/,*,-l) 11= 1,... ,p}

be a canonical system of Jordan chains for A at Xo ■ Then

{j>«,o, ••• ,y¡,k-\ |/= 1, ... ,p},

{(uiï).teOI'---'}-
are canonical bases of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors for A and A,

respectively, at Xo ■ Here
V

y,,u = J2D0(Do-Xo)~l~xj(xi^_i),
1=0
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where j denotes some isomorphism from C" onto JV, u = 0, ... , k¡ — 1 and

i = l,... ,p.

Proof. Let (xo, ... , Xk-i) be a Jordan chain for A at Ao of length k . Because

of the equivalence (3.6) it follows that

(3.19) JH(z) ^o + xi(z - A) + • • • + xk_x(z - X)k~x \

is a root function for (z - A) at A0 . Here / : XD -> Z is given by (3.12) and

H :Q —> fî?(Z , Xpf) is given by (3.11 ). From the proof of part (ii) of Theorem
2.1 it follows that we have to expand (3.19) up to order k in a neighbourhood

of A. But

H(z)(^j=-Do(z-DoYxjc

and

(z - Do)"1 = (Ao - Do)"1 [/- (z - Ao)(D0 - A«)-1]"1
OO

^-^(z-Ao^Do-Ao)-'-1,
/=o

so that the corollary follows from the results of §1.2.   D

1.4. Ordinary differential equations

As a first illustration of our results consider the following boundary value

problem

-£(x) + q(x)tp(x) = f(x)   for a<x<b,

Lxtp(a) + L2tp(b) = tp0

Here Lx, L2 are constant n x n matrices, q is an n x n matrix valued func-

tion which is continuous on [a, b], and tpo is a given vector in C" . The
problem is to find a vector valued solution tp e Wx'p\a, b], the Sobolev space

of all functions in Lp[a, b] for which the distributional derivative is also in

Lp[a, b], such that tp satisfies the equations in (4.1). More generally, consider

the following first order differential operator A(Lp[a, b] —> Lp[a, b])

3(A) = {<p£Lp[a,b]: tp £ WXp[a,b], Ltp = 0},

(4-2) dtp       .  .
A<p = -j^ + q(-)<p,

where L : Wx 'p[a, b] -> C" is a bounded linear mapping.

Lemma 4.1. Let D(LP[a, b] -» Lp[a, b]) be the operator defined by

3(D) = {tp£ Lp[a ,b]:tp£Wx -p[a, b]} ,

(Dtp)(x) =-^(x) + q(x)tp(x).

Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) with Q = C. Furthermore, the
operator A defined by (4.2) is the first operator associated with D, L and M,

where M = 0.
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Proof. Put A = Lp[a, b]. To find the kernel of D we solve the equation

(4.3) ^-(x) + q(x)tp(x) = 0,        a<x<b.

The solution is
tp(x) = Y(x, a)tp(a),       a<x<b,

where Y( • , a) denotes the fundamental matrix solution of (4.3) with Y(a, a)

= In ■ It follows that JV = KerD has dimension n. For Do we take the

operator D0(A -> A) defined by

3(D0) = {tp£3(D):tp(a) = 0},        D0tp = Dtp.

Clearly, 3(D) = jV © ̂ (Do). To find Q = p(D0) we first note that the
equation

-i— (x) + q(x)tp(x) = ztp(x),        a<x<b,

is solvable for each zeC and its solution is given by

tp(x) = ez{x~^Y(x, a)tp(a).

It follows that p(D0) = C and the resolvent of D0 is given by

(4.4) ((z-D0rV)(x) = - / ez^x-s^Y(x,s)ip(s)ds,       a<x<b.
Ja

Therefore D satisfies the hypotheses (Hl), (H2) and Q = C.   D

For the case considered here the Banach space Z equals C" x LP [a, b] and

the second operator A(Z -» Z) associated with the triple D, L and M is

given by

(4.5) 3(A) = {^£Z:tp£3(D),c = o},    ^(j) = (^).

Thus, we can apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain

Theorem 4.2. The matrix function A : C -► ¿¿?(Cn)

(4.6) A(z) = L(ez-Y(-,a)),

where Y( • , a) is a fundamental matrix solution of

-jt(x) + q(x)tp(x) = 0

is a characteristic matrix for A defined by (4.5) and the equivalence is given by

(4.7) (A(0Z)   ty=F(z)(z-A)E(z),

where E : C -> Sf(Z, Z-A is given by

-«(;)■(;)

with

y/(x) = ezxY(x,a)c- Í ez{x~s)Y(x, s)tp(s)ds,
Ja
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^i/OW    W(0)
E^   \vJ ~ V(Z-°W '

and F : C -> S?(Z) is given by

'c\_ fc + L(z-D0)-xtp
F(z),

\<P )      \ 9

'«-(;)-('-£(,;lw"f

Proof. Let D and D0 be as in the proof of Lemma 4.1. Define ; : C" —> JV,
JV = KerD by c >-* Y( • , a)c, and put

A(z) = L(-; + z(z-Do)-1;).

From Theorem 3.1 we know that A is a characteristic matrix function for A .

To verify the concrete representation (4.6) for A, we use the resolvent formula

(4.4)

A(z) = L(-; + z(z-D0)-1j)

(4.8)

= L (-j -z fX e^x~s)Y(x, s)Y(s, a)ds)

= L (-Y(x,a) - z fXe~zsdsezxY(x, a) J

= L(ez-Y(-,a)).

The explicit equivalence relation (4.7) follows from Theorem 3.1 by similar

calculations.   D

If the boundary value operator L is given by

Ltp = Lxtp(a) + L2tp(b),

where Lx and L2 are as in (4.1), then Theorem 4.2 reduces to Theorem 1.1 in

Kaashoek [18] (see also Mennicken and Möller [24]).

If detA ^ 0, then Theorem 3.2 shows that A actually is a characteristic
matrix for A itself and we have the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3. If detA ^ 0, then the spectrum of A(Lp[a, b] —* If [a, b]) de-
fined by (4.2) consists of eigenvalues of finite type only,

(4.9) a (A) = {X : detA(A) = 0}.

For A e rj(^), the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X equals the order of
X as a zero of det A, the partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue X are equal to

the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value of A, and the largest partial

multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X as a pole of A~x. Furthermore,

a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors for A at X may

be obtained in the following way: If {(y¡,o,... ,7i,k,-i) I ': = 1, ■ ■ • , P} is a
canonical system of Jordan chains for A at X £ Q, then {x¡,o--- , Xi,k¡-\\ i -

1, ... , p} , where

"_ xi
Xi, Ax) = eXxYï, y(* ' a)yi,v-'-p >

/=o

yields a canonical basis for A at X.
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Remark 4.4. The construction carried out in this section may also be applied

to problems where the spectral parameter A appears in a nonlinear way. For

examples in this direction see Kaashoek [18], and Langer and Möller [21].

II. Applications to evolutionary systems

II. 1. Functional differential equations

The first class of examples concerns linear autonomous functional differential

equations

(1.1) x(t) = Lxt,    t>0,

where L : X —► C" is a linear mapping from a Banach space A into C" .

Different choices for the mapping L and the space A lead to different type of

functional differential equations.

II. 1.1 Retarded functional differential equations. At first we consider the finite

delay case, that is, the state space A equals C[-h, 0], the space of continuous

functions on [-h, 0] provided with the supremum norm. (See Hale [13].)

The "functional" L can be represented in a unique way as a Riemann-

Stieltjes integral

(1.2) Ltp= [ dC(8)tp(-8),
Jo

where Ç is an n x «-matrix of bounded variation on [0, h] which is normalized

such that C(0) = 0, Ç is left continuous on [0, h] and constant for t > h.

Further the state xt is given by

x,(6) = x(t + 8)    for - h < 8 < 0

and (1.1) can be written in the form

(1.3) x(t)= [ dÇ(8)x(t-8),     t>0.
Jo

The initial value problem with xo = <p and tp £ C[-h, 0] is well posed, that

is, for any given tp £ C[-h, 0] a solution x( • ; tp) exists on [0, oo) and is

unique. Thus, the solution operator T(t) : C[-h, 0] —> C[-h, 0]

T(t)tp = xt(-;tp)

is a semigroup of bounded linear operators and it is easy to verify that T(t) is

strongly continuous. The infinitesimal generator A(C[-h, 0] —> C[-h , 0]) is
given by

3(A) = L £ C[-h ,0]:<p£ C[-h, 0],  0(0) = J dÇ(e)<p(-6) 1 ,

Atp = tp.

Lemma 1.1. Let D(C[-h, 0] -» C[-h , 0]) be the operator defined by

3(D) = {<p£ C[-h , 0] : tp £ C[-h, 0]} ,    Dtp = tp.
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Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) in §1.3 with Q = C. Furthermore,
the operator A defined by ( 1.4) is the first operator associated with D, L and
M, where

(1.5) Mtp = tp(0),    Ltp= [ dC(8)tp(-8).
Jo

Proof. Put A = C[-h, 0]. Clearly, the kernel of D consists of the constant

functions. It follows that jV = Ker(D) has dimension n . For Do we take the

operator D0(A -> A) defined by

3(D0) = {tp£3(D):tp(0) = 0},    D0tp = Dtp.

We have 3(D) = Jf ®3(D0), and for each z £ C the operator z - Do is

invertible and the resolvent of Do is given by

,e
(1.6) ((z - DoTx (p)(8) = -      e{e-a)z tp(o)do,    -h<8<0.

Jo
Therefore D satisfies (Hl), (H2) with Q = C. Further A is given by

3(A) = {tp£ 3(D) :MDtp = Ltp},    Atp = Dtp,

where L and M are defined by (1.5). So, A is the first operator associated

with D, L and M.   D

For the case considered here the Banach space Z equals C" xC[-h, 0] and

the second operator A(Z —> Z) associated with the triple D, L and M is

given by

3(Â) = UC\£Z:f£3(D), c = tp(Q)\,
(1.7) lVVV   .   .

£{ c \ - I L(P
tp )      \Dtp

Theorem 1.2. The matrix function A:C->fif(Cn)

rh

(1.8) A(z) = z/- /   e-zedÇ(8)
Jo

is a characteristic matrix for A defined by (1.7) and the equivalence is given by

(A(0Z)    I)=F(z)(z-Â)E(z),        zeC,

where E : C —► SC(Z, Zf) is given by

E(z) ( ¿ ) = ( £ ) >     VW = eezc - ¡° e^ztp(o)do,

iP(0)    '
(z-DJyr,

E{z)-i^)\(    KO)

a«(i F : C -^ £?(Z) is given by

'w-(;)-(e"L(,r,w"f)-
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Proof. Let D and Do be as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. Define j : C" -> JV,
JT = Ker(D), by

(jc)(8) = c,    -h<8<0.

From Theorem 1.3.1 we know that

A(z) = (zM-L)(j-z(z-Do)~xj),     zeC,

is a characteristic matrix for A . To verify the concrete representation (1.8) we

use the resolvent formula (1.6) and calculate

,e
(jc - z(z - Do)~xjc)(8) = c + z      e^~a)zcdo

Jo

= c-e{e-a)zc\eQ=ee*c,    -h<8<0.

Finally, the concrete representations for E and F are verified in a similar

way.   D

Corollary 1.3. The spectrum of A(C[-h, 0] -* C[-h, 0]) defined by (1.4) con-
sists of eigenvalues of finite type only,

(1.9) a(A) = {X : detA(A) = 0}.

For X £ a (A), the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X equals the order of

X as a zero of detA, the partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue X are equal to

the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value of A, and the largest partial

multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X as a pole of A~ '. Furthermore,

a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors for A at X may

be obtained in the following way: If {(y,-,o, • • • , 7i,k,-\) \ i = I,... , p} is a
canonical system of Jordan chains for A at X £ Q,, then {Xi,o, ■■■ , Xi,k—\\i =

1, ... , p} ,   where

xiAe) = e*eJ2yi,»-tj,
1=0

yields a canonical basis for A at X.

Proof. We first show that detA ^ 0. From the representation (1.8) for A it

follows that it suffices to prove

z-1 / e-z'dC(t)
Jo

0

as 5R(z) —► oo . But this is obvious since Ç is of bounded variation. Next we

prove the representation for the canonical basis for A at A. Let (yo, ... , 7k-\)

be a Jordan chain for A at A of length k . Since

E,z) ho + 7i(z - A) + • •• + 7k-i(z - X)k~x

7o + 7i(z-X) + --- + yk_x(z-X)k~x

ez(7o + 7\(z - A) + •• • + 7k-\(z - X)k~x)

we derive from the equivalence that

Myo + 7\(z - A) + ■ ■ • + 7k-\(z - X)k~x)
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is a root function for (z — A) at A. From the proof of part (ii) of Theorem
1.2.1 it follows that we have to expand e2 up to order k in a neighbourhood

of A. Since

ez(8) = eze = ewe{z-X)e

l + 6(z-X) + --- + j~^(z-X)k-x+0((z-X)k)= exe

the Jordan chain for (z — A) at A becomes (Xo, ■■■ , Xk-\), where

l\

1        ft1

Ek-'Ttí*-*)'
1=0

and this proves the corollary.   D

The next corollary states the explicit form of the elementary solutions of ( 1.3),

i.e., solutions of the form t *-> p(t)eM , where p is a polynomial. (Compare Hale

[13, Chapter 7], for a different approach.)

Corollary 1.4. The elementary solutions of (1.3) are given by

k-i (i

X(t)=eXt J^fc-i)-/»,      t>-h,
1=0

where (yo, ... , 7k-i) is a Jordan chain for A at X.

Proof. From Corollary 1.3 we find tp £ Jfk = Ker((A/ - A)k) if and only if

(p(8) = YJy(k-x)-ij^

where (yo, • • • ,7k-\) he a Jordan chain for A at A. Since the solution map

acts one-to-one and onto Jfx this shows the corollary.   D

Example 1.5. Consider the differential-difference equation

(1.10) x(t) = x(t) - x(t - 1),     i>0,

on C[—1,0]. The associated infinitesimal generator A is given by

3(A) = {tp£C[-l,0]:<p£Cx[-l,0],  tp(0) = tp(0) - tp(-l)} ,

Atp = tp.

According to Theorem 1.2 the scalar function

A(z) = z- l+e~z

is a characteristic matrix for A . The set of zeros of A is infinite, but finite in

any right half plane SR(z) > y, y £ M. Let us look for the finitely many zeros

in the right half plane Sft(z) > 0. This yields Ao = 0. To find the elementary
solutions of (1.10) corresponding to Ao , we apply the previous corollaries. The

first step is to find a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors

of A at Ao = 0. To do this we first calculate the Jordan chains for A at Aq = 0.
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Since A(0) = 0, A'(0) = 0, the set (x0, ... > xk-\) is a Jordan chain of A at

Ao if and only if xo ̂  0 and

A(z)(Xo-r-XiZ + ---+Xfc_1ZÄ:-1) = 0(zk).

Hence the expression

(z2/2! - z3/3! + ---)xq + (z3/2! - z4/3! + • • • )xi + ■ ■ ■

+ (zk+x/2\-zk+2/3\ + ---)

must be of order 0(zk). Thus xo = xx = ■ ■ ■ = xk_3 = 0, and xk_2, xi._1 £ C

are arbitrary. But Xo must be different from zero. Thus the canonical system

of Jordan chains of A at Ao consists of one chain of length 2. For example,

we may take the chain (1,0). It follows (apply Corollary 1.3) that

Ker(yl2) = soan{tpo, tpx},

where

<Po(8)=l,    <px(8) = 8,    -l<8<0.

Thus the elementary solutions of (1.10) corresponding to Ao = 0 are x(t) =

a + bt, where a, b £C

II. 1.2   Product spaces.    In recent years, equation (1.1) has been studied in

product spaces in connection with control-theoretical applications.

Consider the initial value problem

x(t) = Lxt,     t>0,(1.11) w

v      ' x(0) = c,    x(8) = tp(8),    -h<8<0,

where c £ C , tp £ W[-h, 0] and L : LP[-h, 0] -» C" are given. In Delfour
[4] it was proved that the bounded linear mappings from Wx'p[-h, 0] into

C" form the largest class of linear mappings L such that (1.11) is well-posed
on Mp = C" x Lp[-h, 0]. From the Riesz representation theorem any such

mapping L : Wx 'p[-h, 0] —> C" can be written as

(1.12) Ltp= f Ç(8)<p(-8)d8 + [  n(8)tp(-d)dd,
Jo Jo

where n, Ç e L«[0, h] and l/p + l/q = 1.
So, for L given by (1.12) the solution semigroup

TP(t)
c\ = ( x(t;tp)

<p)    \xt(-;<p)

is strongly continuous on Mp. Furthermore AP(MP -> Mp) the infinitesimal

generator is given by

3(AP) = { (C) £ Mp : tp £ Wx>p[-h,0], c = tp(0)\ ,

(1 13)

*(;)-(?)■

where L is given by (1.12).
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Lemma 1.6. Let D(Lp[-h, 0] -> LP[-h, 0]) be the operator defined by

3(D) = {<?£ Lp[-h ,0]:<p£ Lp[-h, 0]},       Dtp = tp.

Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) in §1.3 with ß = C. Furthermore,
the operator Ap defined by (1.13) is the second operator associated with D, L
and M, where Mtp = tp(0).

Proof. The proof of the first part follows the same argument as the proof of

Lemma 1.1. The Banach space XD is just Wx'p[-h,0]. For the second op-

erator, the general construction from §1.3 only requires that L and M are

bounded linear mappings from XD into C". It is given that L is bounded

from WXp[-h, 0] into C" and clearly the mapping tp i-> <p(0) is a bounded

linear mapping from Wx >p[-h, 0] into C" .   D

Thus, we can apply Theorem 1.3.1 to obtain

Theorem 1.7. The matrix function A : C -> ¿¿?(C")

rh

(1.14) A(z) = z/ + z / e-z6n(8)dz- [ e~z%(8)dz
Jo Jo

is a characteristic matrix for Ap (Mp —► Mp ) defined by ( 1.13) and the equivalence

is given by

(A(0Z)    I)=F(z)(z-Ap)E(z),        zeC,

where E : C —> 2f(Mp , (Mp)Ap) is given by

E{Z) (?) = {w) '     f(e) = e8zc- I eW<p(o)do,

*<<>-'(TM(/-Í)
and F : C —»• J2?(MP) is given by

'<Hc+LV°rv)-

^>-'(;)=C"LV°rv)-
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2.  It only remains to

show that det A ̂  0. Since

rh rh
.-1z-lLez\\ = [ e~zen(8)d8-z-x [ e-z6Ç(8)d8

Jo Jo

<C(l + \z \~x)[l - e~u^h /»(z)] -> 0

as U(z) -v oo, it follows that det A =á 0.   D

Corollary 1.8. The spectrum of the operator AP(MP —> Mp) defined by (1.13)
consists of eigenvalues of finite type only,

a(Ap) = {X: det A(A) = 0}
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and is independent of p. For X e a (A), the algebraic multiplicity of the eigen-

value X equals the order of X as a zero of det A, the partial multiplicities of

the eigenvalue X are equal to the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic

value of A, and the largest partial multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order

of X as a pole of A~x. Furthermore, a canonical basis of eigenvectors and gen-

eralized eigenvectors for Ap at X may be obtained in the following way : If

{(7i,o, ■■■ , 7i,k—i) | i = 1,... , p} is a canonical system of Jordan chains for
A at A e ß, then

{fe).fetOh1.'}•
where

XiA6)=exej^7i,v-tj,

1=0

yields a canonical basis for Ap at X.

II. 1.3 Infinite delay. For functional differential equations with a finite delay

h , the solution operator becomes completely continuous for t > h . If the delay

is infinite, the state always contains part of the initial function and the solution

operator never becomes completely continuous. In this case the choice of an

appropriate state is no longer trivial. For example, if A = Lp(-oo, 0] with

p < oo, then the differentiation operator D has a trivial kernel and, hence the

construction from §1.3 does not apply in this case. Note that for this choice of

the state space the initial value problem is not well posed either.

In [14] Hale and Kato studied which properties of the state space A are

sufficient in order to establish a theory of existence, uniqueness, continuous

dependence, and continuation of solutions. For an example of a state space

that satisfies the axioms in [14], let g be a nondecreasing positive function
defined on (—oo, 0] such that

/•o
g(x)dx < ooL

and let p > 1 . Define the state space A = Lp((-oo, 0]; g) to be the space

of measurable functions tp on (-oo, 0] such that, for any given h > 0, the

function tp is continuous on [-h, 0] and

sup
h>0

sup   \tp(r)\p + /    \tp(T)\"g(x)dr
-A<t<0 ./-oo

l/P

< 00.

Thus, the initial value problem

(1.15) x(t) = Lx,,    xo = <p,

where tp e L"((-oo, 0] ; g) and L: L"((-oc ,0];g)-»C" is a bounded linear
mapping, is well posed. Thus, the solution operator

T(t) : Lp((-oo,0];g)-+L'((-oo, 0]; g)

is a strongly continuous semigroup of bounded linear operators. The infinitesi-
mal generator is given by

3(A) = {tp£Lp((-œ,0];g):tp£Lp((-œ,0];g),  tp(Q) = Ltp} ,
(1.16)

Atp = tp.

(See Hale [12] and Naito [25].)
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To prove the infinite delay version of Lemma 1.1 we first need some prepa-

rations. Put

JzeC: f    \eZT
J — oo

(1.17) A={z£C:l     \eZT\pg(T)dr<oo

and define

(1.18) ß = inf{R(z) : z e A}.

Then Cß cAcC^, where Cß = {z £C: SR(z) > /?} and the bar denotes the

closure.

Lemma 1.9. Let D(U((-oo, 0]; g) -> Lp((-oo, 0]; g)) be the operator de-

fined by

3(D) = {tp£ Lp((-<x,0];g):tp£ L"{(-oo, 0]; g)} ,    Dtp = tp.

Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) in §1.3 with ß = C^, where ß is
defined by (1.18). Furthermore, the operator A defined by (1.16) is the first
operator associated with D, L and M, where Mtp = tp(Q).

Proof. Put A = Lp((-oo, 0]; g). Clearly, the kernel of D consists of the

constant functions. It follows that Jf" = Ker(D) has dimension n . For Do we

take the operator D0(A —> A) defined by

3(D0) = {<p£3(D):tp(0) = 0},    D0<p = Dtp.

We have 3(D) = J^ © 3(Do). The resolvent of D0 is given by

(1.19) ((z-DoTxtp)(8) = - I e^ztp(o)do,     z £ p(D0).
Jo

Since the right-hand side must belong to A, the resolvent set of Do depends

on A and it follows that p(D0) = Cß, where ß is defined by (1.18). Thus
D satisfies (HI) and (H2) with ß = C^. Further the mapping M given by

tp )-► tp(0) is a bounded linear mapping from Lp((-oo, 0]; g) into C" and A

defined by (1.16) is the first operator associated with D, L and M.   D

For the case considered here the Banach space

Z=C"xLp((-oo,0];g)

and the second operator A(Z -* Z) associated with the pair D, L and M is

given by

3(Ä) = {(C(p)£Z:<p£3(D), c = m),    ^(¿) = (#).

Theorem 1.10. The matrix function A:£ß^ ¿?(C)

(1.20) A(z) = z/-L<?z

is a characteristic matrix for A and the equivalence is given by

A(0Z)    °^=F(z)(z-Â)E(z),        z£Cß,
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where E : C —► S?(Z, Z~) is given by

E(z) (j) = (^) ,     y,(8) = e6zc - j° e^ztp(o)do,

*m-(T)-(A-
and F : Cß -+ S?(Z) is given by

.1 (c\_ (c-L(z-Do)-xtp

,c + L(z-Do)-x<p

F(zf
\<pl      V 9

Proof. Since ez e Lp((-oo, 0]; g) for z £ Cß the matrix function is holo-

morphic on C^ and the theorem is proved as Theorem 1.2.   D

Note that the equivalence is not on the whole of C anymore, but on C^ .

The operator A has not only point spectrum. (See Naito [25].) A combination

of Lemma 1.9 and Theorem 1.10 now yields the following result on the spectral

data of the unbounded operator A defined by (1.16).

Corollary 1.11. The eigenvalues of

A(LP((-oo,0];g)-* Lp((-oo,0];g))

defined by ( 1.16) with real part greater than ß (defined by ( 1.18) ) are eigenvalues

of finite type only and satisfy the equation

(1.21) detA(A) = 0.

For X £ a (A) and SR(A) > ß, the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X equals

the order of X as a zero of det A, the partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue

X are equal to the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value of A, and

the largest partial multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X as a pole of

A-1. Furthermore, a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors

for A at X may be obtained in the following way: If {(y,,o> ••• , 7i,k—i) I
i = 1, ... , p} is a canonical system of Jordan chains for A at X e ß, then

{Xi,o--- ,Xi,k-i\i=l,--- ,P},  where

XltV(8) = eX6j^7i,u-Â,
1=0

yields a canonical basis for A at X.

Proof. To prove the corollary it remains to show that det A ^ 0. From the

definition of the norm on LP((-oo, 0]; g) it follows that ||Lez||? < C|z|_1

for SK(z) —► oo, which implies that det A ̂  0.   D

Corollary 1.12. The elementary solutions o/(1.15) are given by

k-\ t¡

x(t) = ex'Y,7(k-i)-i=,    t>-h,
1=0

where (7o, ■■■ , 7k-i) is a Jordan chain for A at X.
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II.2. A HYPERBOLIC SYSTEM

In this section we will study the linear autonomous hyperbolic system in one

space variable in normal form. (See Lopes, Neves and Ribeiro [23].)

d_ (u(t,x)\        ,  ,d_ (u(t,x)\     r(  , (u(t,x)\ _„

dt\v(t,x))+K[X>dx\v(t,x))+LW{v(t,x))-U>

d_M(u(t,x)\ =L(u(t,x)

dt     \v(t,x)J        \v(t,x)

for 0 < x < /, with boundary conditions u(t, 0) = Ev(t, 0), where

u(t, x) = col[Uj(t, x)]   for 1 <i<N-n, (u(t, •)
£ X

v(t, x) = col[Vj(t, x)]   for A- n + 1 < j < n, \v(t,')'

and M and L are linear continuous boundary value operators

Jl/: AT-» C ,     L:A^C".

In addition, E is an n x (N - n) matrix and A is an appropriate Banach
function space. Further A is a C1 invertible diagonal matrix valued function

and C is an arbitrary continuous matrix function. For L and M we can take,

for example, point evaluations

M{v{tt:xx])^vitJ)-FuitJ)'

(2.2) )      '     (

L(%t]Xx]) = Gu(t,l) + Hv(t,l),

where F, G and H are matrices of appropriate size. The system defined by

(2.1) can be written as an abstract evolutionary system on X, w = Aw, where

A(X —> A) is given by

Aw = -K-j-Cw,
(2.3) dX

3(A) = I w £ X : Aw £ X,  u(0) = Ev(0),  -jMw = Lw\.

The well-posedness problem for (2.1) can now be rephrased as the question

whether A generates a strongly continuous semigroup on A. In [23] this prob-

lem and properties of the corresponding evolutionary system have been studied

in the product space frame work A = C" x Lp[0, l]N .

In this section we will show that the unbounded operator A defined by (2.3)

can be realized through the construction from § 1.3. Thus, we avoid the question

of A generating a strongly continuous semigroup, but the equivalence we finally

derive is useful in order to check the Hille-Yosida conditions.

Lemma 2.1. Let D(C[0, l]N -> C[0, l]N) be the operator defined by

3(D) = \^£X:[^£ Cx[0,lf,  u(0) = Ev(0)},

d(u) = -k^-(u)-c(u
\v I dx\v \v
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Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) in §1.3 with ß = C. Furthermore,
the operator A defined by (2.3) is the first operator associated with D, L and
M.

Proof. Put A = C[0, l]N . To find the kernel of D we solve the equation

é(¡£0~iW-,cw(.")' 0<-x<-L

The solution is

($)) = y(*'0) ($)) = r(*.o)(?)«(0),   o<x</,

where

(2.4) r(jc,y) = e-i'xw",c(')*,    0<y<x</,

denotes the fundamental solution with Y(y ,y) = I„. It follows that JV =

Ker(D) has dimension n . For D0 we take the operator Do (A —► A) defined

by

^(Ai) = {(")e^(Z)):t;(0) = o}>    Z>0 (¡¡) =Z) (¡¡) .

Clearly, ^(D) = Ker(D) ®3(D0). To find ß = p(D0) we solve the equation

<--«(:)-(i)

or, equivalently

<")     e(:)-*"<rf+c>(.")+*-,(i)-
The fundamental matrix solution for the homogeneous equation

¿(:)-r-(,/+o(;)

equals

(2.6) Y(x,y,z) = e~z^K(sr,dsY(x,y),    0<y<x<l,

where Y is given by (2.4). So, the equation (2.5) is solvable for each z e C.

It follows that p(Do) = C and the resolvent of D0 is given by

,2.7) ({2-D,r< (¿))w-jf*-£Ki,r""y(x,y)K(yr'(¿g))¿>

for 0 < x < / and hence /»(Do) = C. Thus ß = C. Further the operator A

defined by (2.3) is the first operator associated with D, L and M, since the
identity

JH"H°(")
holds for the solutions of the evolutionary system
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For the case considered here the Banach space Z equals C" x C[0, l]N and

the second operator A(Z -+ Z) associated with the triple D, L and M is
given by

3(A) = UCw) £Z:w£3(D), c = Mw\,

(2'8) ~(c\     (Iad\

A\w) = \Dw) '

where w = col[u v]. Thus, we can apply Theorem 1.3.1 to obtain

Theorem 2.2. The matrix function A : C —> £?(C)

(2.9)

A(z) = zMe-ziïK(srldsY(x,Q)(Ej\

-Le-zS;K^dsY(x,Q)(Ej\

where

is a characteristic matrix for A and the equivalence is given by

(Ajf)    °I)=F(z)(z-Â)E(z),

where E : C —> 2f(Z, Z~) is given by

*<)=(t°Mt')' E^iM:)={(zv%)

W = e-z/;^-^F(x,0)(f)c,

vx(x) = [X e~zKK{sr'dsY(x, y)K(y)-xw(y)dy,

Jo
and F : C -» f£(Z) is given by

F(z)(C) = (c - zM(z - Do)~xw + L(z - Do)~xw\ ^

F(z)_, (c\ = (c + zM(z - D0yxw - L(z - Do)~xw \

Proof. Let D and Do be as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Define j : C" -> J^

(2.10) c^Y(x,0)(EAc,    0<x<l,

and put
A(z) = (zM-L)[j-z(z-D0)-xj].

From Theorem 1.3.1 we know that A is a characteristic matrix for A . To verify

the concrete representation (2.9) for A, we use the resolvent formula (2.8)

(jc - z(z - DoTx jc)(x)

= Y(x,0)^Ey-zj\-zlXm',dsK(y)-xdyY(x,0)(KEiy

= e-zf;K{sr'dsY(x,0)(E\c,    0<x</,
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where we use that A is a diagonal matrix. The explicit representations for E

and F are verified in a similar way.   D

A combination of Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 now yields the following

result on the spectral data of the unbounded operator A defined by (2.3).

Corollary 2.3. // detA ^ 0, then the spectrum of A(C[0, l]N -+ C[0, If) de-
fined by (2.3) consists of eigenvalues of finite type only,

(2.11) o(A) = {X:detA(X) = 0}.

For X £ o(A), the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X equals the order of

X as a zero of detA, the partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue X are equal to

the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value of A, and the largest partial

multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X as a pole of A~x. Furthermore,

a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors for A at X may

be obtained in the following way: If {(y,,o, • • • , 7¡,k¡-i) \ i = I,... , p} is a
canonical system of Jordan chains for A at A e ß, then

{(^)---te,)h'--'}-
XlA1)--e->i;^±tli^nx,^_,

1=0

yields a canonical basis for A at X.

II.3. Neutral functional differential equations

For retarded functional differential equations, equation (1.1) yields a bound

for the derivative of the solution. Thus retarded equations are smoothing. In
particular, the solution map becomes completely continuous for t > h .

In neutral functional differential equations, there may appear derivatives with

a delay and those equations are in general not smoothing.

Consider a neutral functional differential equation (NFDE). The general form

of the equation is as follows

(3.1) -j-Mx, = Lxt   forl>0,

where L, M : X -* R" are bounded linear mappings. (See Hale [13] and Henry

[15].)
As before the state space A equals C[-h, 0] and consequently, the "func-

tionals" L and M can be represented in a unique way as Riemann-Stieltjes

integrals

(3.2) Ltp= [ dC(8)tp(-8),
Jo

(3.3) M<p= [ dn(8)tp(-8),
Jo

where C and w are n x «-matrices of bounded variation on [0,h]. Further

the state x, is given by

x,(8) = x(t + 8)   for - h < 8 < 0.
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Only under additional assumptions on n the problem becomes well posed.

The minimal assumptions are not clear. (See Burns, Herdman, Stech [2].) It is

sufficient to assume that n has an atom at 0, that is,

(3.4) Mtp = tp(0)~ [ dp(8)tp(-8),
Jo

where p is continuous at zero. The abstract Cauchy problem associated with

(3.1) is given by « = Au, where A(C[-h, 0] —► C[-h, 0]) is given by

(3.5) 3(A) = {tp£C[-h,0]:tp£Cx[-h,0], M<p = Ltp) ,    Atp = <p.

Again, we shall only study A as an unbounded operator and our results hold

independently from A being a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

on A. Thus, we can assume that M satisfies (3.3). The following lemma

and theorem are similar to Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 and the proofs will be

omitted.

Lemma 3.1. Let D(C[-h, 0] —> C[-h, 0]) be the operator defined by

3(D) = {tp£ C[-h ,0]:tp£ C[-h, 0]},    Dtp = tp.

Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) in §1.3 with ß = C. Furthermore,
the operator A defined by (3.5) is the first operator associated with D, L and

M, where L is defined by (3.2) and M by (3.3).

For the case considered here the Banach space Z equals C" x C[-h, 0] and

the second operator A(Z —> Z) associated with the triple D, L and M is

given by

3(A) = {(¡)£Z:tp£3(D), c = Mtp),    ¿(¿) = (j£)

and M is defined by (3.3). Thus, we can apply Theorem 1.3.1 to obtain

Theorem 3.2. The matrix function A : C -» &(€")

(3.6) A(z) = z / e-zddn(8) - [ e~zedÇ(d).
Jo Jo

is a characteristic matrix for A and the equivalence is given by

(A(0Z)   *$)=F{z){z-Â)E(z),

where E : C —► ^f(Z, Z-~) is given by

E{Z){1) = {MJ)'     ¥{6) = e6ZC - jf e(e~a)Z<P^ da

M¥\_(    W(0)
E^Z> ¥   ) ~ \(z-D)ip

and F : C -> 2f(Z) is given by

F(z)(C) = (c - zM(z - D0)-X<p + L(z - D0)-X<p

F(z)-i (c) = (c + zM(z-D0rxtp-L(z-Do)-xtp\
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Corollary 3.3. Suppose that M is atomic and given by (3.4), then the spectrum

of the operator A(C[-h, 0] —» C[-h, 0]) defined by (3.5) consists of eigenvalues
of finite type only,

(3.7) a (A) = {X : detA(A) = 0}.

For X £ a (A), the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X equals the order of

X as a zero of det A, the partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue X are equal to

the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value of A, and the largest partial

multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X as a pole of A~x. Furthermore,

a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors for A at X may

be obtained in the following way: If {(7¡,o,... ,7i,k—\) I ' = 1, • • • , p} is a
canonical system of Jordan chains for A at X e ß, then {Xi,o, ■■■ , Xi,k,-\\ i =

1, ... , p} ,  where

XiAe) = exeJ27i,v-ij,
1=0

yields a canonical basis for A at X.

Proof. To prove the corollary it remains to show that det A ^ 0. From the

representation (3.6) for A it follows that

(3.8)        detA(z) = z" 1-det / e~ztdp(t)   +¿ ¡' e-ztdvj(t)z"-J
Jo j^XJ°

where v¡ for 1 < j < n are functions of bounded variations. Since p is

continuous at zero, there is a constant C, such that, |detA(z)| > C|z|" for

9?(z) sufficiently large.   D

Remark 3.4. For the present case, the spectral situation is different from the
retarded case. In general, equation (3.8) can have infinitely many zeros in a

vertical strip.

II.4. Age-dependent population dynamical models

In this last example we consider a model from the age-dependent population

dynamics. (See Webb [31].) The model is formulated as a conservation law and

the variable p denotes the population density with respect to age a at time t.

The time evolution is governed by the Lotka-McKendrick-von Förster equation

^ + -^-)p(a,t) = -p(a)p(a,t),    t>0, 0<a<a>,

p(0,t)= /   ß(a)p(a,t)da,    r>0,
Jo

p(a,0) = tp(a),    0<a<co,

(4.1)

where tp £ X = Lx[0,œ] and p, ß £ L°°[0, to]. Here p represents the

mortality modulus, i.e., exp(- j£2 p(a)da) is the probability of survival from

ax to a2 and ß denotes the birth modulus.
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The abstract evolutionary system for (4.1) is given by ù = Au,   where

A(Lx[0, co] -^Lx[0, co]) is defined by

3(A) = {tp£ L'[0, co] : tp e Wl>l[0, co], <p(0) = [  ß(a)tp(a)da) ,
(4.2) l Jo J

Atp = ---ptp,

where WX'X[0, co] can be identified with the space of absolutely continuous

functions on [0, co] and [0, co] = [0, oo) if co = oo. Using the method of

characteristics (see Webb [31]), we can solve the problem and A generates a

strongly continuous semigroup of linear operators on Lx[0, co] given by

(T(t)tp)(a)=p(t,a).

Lemma 4.1. Let D(L'[0, co] -> Lx[0, co]) be the operator defined by

3(D) = {cp£ Lx[0,co]:tp£ AC[0,co]},    Dtp = —^- - pep.

Then D satisfies the hypothesis (Hl), (H2) in §1.3 with ß = p(D0) ^ 0. Fur-
thermore, the operator A defined by (4.2) is the first operator associated with

D, L and M, where

/•CO

(4.3) Mtp = 0,    Ltp = tp(0)-       ß(a)tp(a)da.
Jo

Proof. Put X = Lx[0, co]. To find the kernel of D we solve the equation

(4.4) ^(a) =-p(a)tp(a),    0 < a < co.

The solution is

<p(a) = Y(a,0)tp(0),    0<a<co,

where

(4.5) Y(a,y) = e~fyß(s)ds,    0<y<a<co,

denotes the fundamental matrix solution of (4.4). It follows that Jf = Ker(D)

has dimension n . For Do we take the operator D0(A -+ A) defined by

^(D0) = {^eS-(D):^(0) = 0};    D0<p = Dtp.

Clearly, 3(D) = Ker(D) ® 3(D0). To find ß = p(D0) we solve the equation

(z - Do)tp = \p or, equivalently

(4.6) -£ = -(z + p)tp + \p.

The fundamental matrix solution for the homogeneous equation is equal to
e~zaY(a, y), where Y(a, y) is given by (4.4). Thus, the resolvent of D0 is

given by

(4.7) ((z-Do)~xw)(a)= f e-z(a-y)Y(a,y)w(y)dy,    0 < a < co.
Jo
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If co < oo, then the equation (4.6) is solvable for each z e C and p(D0) = C.

If co = oo, then p(D0) ^ C. But p(D0) 7^ 0 . In particular, if px < p < p2 in

the sense that
n

(4.8) ~Pi\x\ < ^2 siën xj(-p(a)x)j < -px\x\
7 = 1

for all x e C" and a > 0, then it is clear that

C„, C p(Do) C Cß2.

Thus D satisfies the hypotheses (Hl), (H2). Finally, let M and L be as
in (4.3). Note that L is a bounded mapping from the domain of D—the
absolutely continuous functions—into C" and with this choice of M and L

we find that A equals the first operator associated with D, L and M.   a

For the case considered here the Banach space Z equals C" x C[0, co] and

the second operator A(Z -+ Z) associated with the triple D, L and M is
given by

3(Â) = \(Cw)£Z:w£3(D), c = o),

(4-9) 4c\      (Lw
\w)~\Dw

Theorem 4.2. The matrix operator A : ß —> Jz?(Cn)

(4.10) A(z) = / - /   e~zaß(a)eJo "{s)dsda.
Jo

is a characteristic matrix for Â defined by (4.9) and the equivalence is given by

(A(0Z)   I)=F(z)(z-A)E(z),

where E : C —» 5f(Z , Zf) is given by
A'

*<<)=(;,)■ «■>-(!)-(ä

^(a) = e-za />(^c+ fae-*ee-!!i'W<p<e)dd
Jo

and F : C -» ^f(Z) is given by

c\ _ fc + L(z-D0)-xtp
F(z) ,

F(z)-i ^^j _ (c-L(z-Do)~x(p

Proof. Let D and D0 be as in the proof of Lemma 2.1. Define j : C -> JV
by

(4.11) CMy(a,0)c,
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and put
A(z) = (zM-L)(7-z(z-D0)-17).

From Theorem 1.3.1 we know that A is a characteristic matrix function for A .

To verify the concrete representation (4.10) for A, we use the resolvent formula

(4.7)

(jc - z(z - Do)~xjc)(a) = Y (a, 0)c - z f e-z^dyY(a, 0)c
Jo

= e-zaY(a,0)c,    0<a<co.

The concrete representations for E and F are verified in a similar manner.   G

Thus, a combination of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 yields the following

results on the spectral data of the unbounded operator A defined by (4.2).

Corollary 4.3. If co < oo, then the spectrum of the operator

A(Lx[0,co]^Lx[0,a>])

defined by (4.2) consists of eigenvalues of finite type only,

(4.12) a(A) = {X: det A(A) = 0}.

For X £ a (A), the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue X equals the order of

X as a zero of det A, the partial multiplicities of the eigenvalue X are equal to
the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value of A, and the largest partial

multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X as a pole of A~x. Furthermore,

a canonical basis of eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors for A at X may

be obtained in the following way: If {(y,,o> ••• , 7i,k—i) \ i = I, ■■■ , p} is a
canonical system of Jordan chains for A at X e ß, then {Xi,o--- , Xi,k—\\ i =

1, ... , p},  where

~ xl
XiAx) = elx Y, Y(x,a)7i^v_i-h- ,

1=0

yields a canonical basis for A at X.

Proof. To prove the corollary it remains to show that det A ^ 0.  From the

representation (4.9) for A it follows that

detA(z) = / + y /    e-z'ß,(t)dt,

where /?/ for 1 < / < n are integrable functions. In particular, this shows that

det A is not identically zero.   D

In case co = oo we have the following information about the spectral data of

A defined by (4.2). (See Desch and Schappacher [6].)

Corollary 4.4. If co = oo, then the eigenvalues of

^(L'[0,oo)^ L'[0,oo))

defined by (4.2) with real part greater than px (defined by (4.8)) are eigenvalues

of finite type and roots of the equation

(4.13) detA(A) = 0.
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For X £ o (A) and SR(A) > px, the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue

X equals the order of X as a zero of det A, the partial multiplicities of the

eigenvalue X are equal to the zero-multiplicities of X as a characteristic value

of A, and the largest partial multiplicity (ascent) of X equals the order of X

as a pole of A~x. Furthermore, a canonical basis of eigenvectors and gen-

eralized eigenvectors for A at X may be obtained in the following way: If

{(7i,o, ■■■ , yí,fc¡-i)| i = l, ■ ■■ , p} is a canonical system of Jordan chains for

A at X £ ß, then {x¡,o ■■■ , Xi,k¡-i\ i = l, ... , p} ,  where

v i

Xi,Áx) = eXx J2 Y(x, a)yltV-i-p ,
1=0

yields a canonical basis for A at X.

Proof. The property that det A ̂  0 does not depend upon co. Thus the corol-

lary follows.   D
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